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Printing on t-shirts is not an easy task and it involves a huge amount of creativity, hard work and
attention. Here we share the information about how t-shirts are going to be printed.

Step 1: Choose colors for printing

Depending upon your taste and style you want choose the colors for printing on your t-shirt. Also
mind your t-shirt color while you are selecting the colors. Visit different shops because numbers of
colors are available in market for T-shirt printing in Hyderabad.

Step 2: Setup a place

Select the place for putting you t-shirt like table or plan area. Make it clean and cover with a paper. It
gives you protection from dust and also the colors are not painting the floor or table.

Step 3: Ready your t-shirt

In this step first you select the part for t-shirt painting. Arrange a clipboard in the t-shirt. It saves you
that the color is touch the other side of your t-shirt.

Step 4: Paint the t-shirt

Out of the colors you choose bring one and paint t-shirt with the color in the design which you want.
Make a outline before going to paint. Use the sharp brushes for painting. Take a little amount paint
every time.

Step 5: Take rest

Make your brain relax up to the paint going to dry. Not immediately paint the other part of design
with same or other color. Give some time interval between every part of the logo.

Step 6:  Complete the design

Repeat the step 4 and step 5 until total Logo printing on t-shirt in Hyderabad is completed. Use
different colors depending on logo and your interest. And also repeat these steps for number of
designs on your t-shirt.

Step 7:  keep up to dry

Put your t-shirt for a long time for drying the paint. After dry the paint replaces it and cleans the area
where you are done this entire work.

Step 8:  Remove the clipboard

Unpin the clipboard which is put in your t-shirt. Again put some time for drying.

Step 9: Put your T

Finally your t-shirt is ready to wear. Put it on your body and exhibit your passion to the others in
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proved and stylish.
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David Raju - About Author:
Amrich is the one which provide a T-shirt printing in Hyderabad. It is one of the marketing &
Advertising Companies which provides a Logo printing on t-shirt in Hyderabad
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